Theme: Baseball

Week: 4/27-5/1

Art:
Follow Ms. Ungers Art
Room on Facebook
Create a baseball
pennant for your
favorite team!
Directions below (you
may want to substitute
paper for the felt)
How to Make a Pennant
Music:
Listen to Take Me Out
to the Ballgame
Watch a performance of
the poem Casey at the
Bat

Create a name for an
imaginary baseball team.
Design a new uniform
for the team. Think
about the style, the
color of the fabric, and
the designs on the
fabric. Design a logo
for the uniform.

Ask a family member to
pose with a baseball bat
or baseball glove.
Practice drawing that
person. Ask them to
change poses and
practice drawing that
pose.

Musicplayonline lessons

Unplugged activity

Kindergarten

Listen to a piece of
music with no words.
Draw what you imagine
while you listen to it.

First
Second

P.E.
Practice your catching
skills. Click the link
below for more
information.

Fitness Baseball

At Home Catch Quest
Technology:

3 baseball stories

Click on the Baseball
heading and browse
through the articles.
Make sure you watch
the video: The Life of a
Major League Baseball
Tell 3 things you
learned

Technology Facebook page.

Sports Illustrated For Kids

Practice tying your
shoes. Here are some
different ways to do it.
Ian Knot
Shoe Tying with a Trick
Bunny Ear Method

Create a list of the
different parts of your
Randy Rileys Really Big Hit
tablet, computer, or
Pete the Cat & the New Guy gaming system.
Catching the Moon
See attached: Parts Of
My Device
Record yourself on your
device retelling one of these You could draw the
parts and label them
stories. Then show it to a
family member and my
too.

Parts

Of

My

Device

List as many names of the parts of your electronic.
Examples: camera, controller, etc..

